A computer based Feature-Recognition (FR) process is being developed to extract critical manufacturing features from engineering product CAD models. Feature-recognition technology is used for automating the extraction of data from CAD product models to minimise redundant user interaction with a product model. The feature-recognition process was developed using rule-based methods with wire-frame geometry extracted from an IGES neutral file format. Use of wire-frame models simplifies product geometry and has the potential to support rapid manufacturing shape evaluation at the conceptual design stage. The FR process is demonstrated using a range of typical metallic aerospace components.
INTRODUCTION Rationale
Engineering organisations are under increasing commercial pressure to integrate design with downstream activities like manufacturing process planning, analysis, assembly and inspection [1] . Contemporary engineering design software is typically comprised of two complementary, yet independent types; Computer Aided Design (CAD) software for geometry creation and analysis, and Computer Aided Manufacturing (CAM) software for process planning analysis. Although, they can be found operating together as computer integrated manufacturing suites that support a concurrent design philosophy, they do not bring design and manufacture together early in the design cycle. The point in the design of a product at which a change is most economic is at the conceptual stage, where the downstream manufacturing effects of the change are lowest [2] . This conceptual design phase is where product geometry is sufficient to encapsulate design intent, but does not yet contain detailed shape and manufacturing features. CAD and CAM software are commonly created by independent software developers, and their differing formats and standards can limit the seamless interaction of CAD and CAM operations. As such, design type features of CAD software are not necessarily equivalent to manufacturing features of CAM; commonly design is an additive philosophy and manufacturing is subtractive. CAM software is expensive and a company that provides design services to a manufacturer may not be able to economically justify outlay on these tools. Consequently there is a requirement in industry for tools to provide feedback to the designer about the manufacturing considerations of a product as it is being created. The objective of this research is to develop a Feature Recognition (FR) algorithm for manufacturing support of engineering design at the preliminary design phase.
Existing Software
Historically, there has been little in the way of manufacturing aids available to the engineer to support the conceptual phase of product design. Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) tools are available to assist in the creation of detailed process plans, however they tend to focus on a manufacturing process that has already been evaluated. Supporting the design engineer at the conceptual phase requires a feature recognition methodology operating in a period of minutes and able to handle the users CAD format. Tools intended to give early manufacturing feedback to the designer do exist in research [3] . Like CAPP tools, they are commonly directed at specific manufacturing domains like electroplating, machining [4] or metal forming [5] or specific materials like plastics [6] . This research presents a simple and robust FR algorithm for supporting conceptual design models spanning multiple manufacturing domains.
Solution Approach
Design and manufacturing of engineering products commonly involves transfer of information between designers and manufacturers who may be located in different companies and, often, different countries. While each company has different requirements of its software, the CAD model of the product is the most important embodiment of the design and manufacturing knowledge of that product and its designers. Further, engineering companies have differing standards of product data management (PDM), which include: software, modelling practises, version control and file naming strategies. Such differing PDM systems have considerable ramifications for customers and suppliers of these companies. For companies who concentrate on providing engineering design services to a client, the constraints of PDM compliance constitute an enormous overhead to the contractor and may affect the service provider's competitive advantage. Non-specific CAD file formats (neutral file formats) can be used to eliminate problems associated with CAD software and modelling practices. When neutral files are generated from a CAD specific file type, the new file is written in terms of final geometry only and the order of construction (the user's modelling technique) is removed. The neutral file format therefore provides a consistent geometry starting point for downstream FR processes that we believe has not been fully exploited. Additionally, this work is proposing that in the field of contemporary surface and solid based feature recognition techniques, revisiting wire-frame models can provide solutions for less complicated feature recognition methods suitable for supporting manufacturing evaluation of conceptual product models. Such a technique is particularly valid in the sheet-metal industry, where CAD models are still generated in wire-frame for simplicity and can in fact unambiguously represent such products [13] . To further support the development of generic FR algorithms we propose that a common starting point in regard to CAD model geometry be used to eliminate problems associated with applying contemporary FR processes to legacy CAD models. Neutral files can remove the effects of modelling practise and specific aspects of CAD software that can change the hierarchical history of the part without altering the geometry. Such behaviour can be beneficial to contemporary approaches to FR.
FEATURE RECOGNITION METHODOLOGY
Existing Approaches to Feature Recognition FR is an automated technique for identifying and extracting design features from a geometric CAD model in order to obtain manufacturing and analysis information about a product. Feature information is comprised of geometry and design intent in relation to functional requirements. The manufacturing and assembly implications of the product geometry may be deduced by leveraging knowledge of manufacturing process capability, product material and the existence of and relationships between design features. Automating extraction of features from a CAD model has a positive effect on reducing the lead-time of activities downstream of engineering design analysis by minimising user interaction with the product model. Combined with a database of manufacturing knowledge, FR could provide rapid manufacturing upstream feedback advice to the product designer. Knowledge-based Engineering (KBE) involves designing a product in which knowledge about the product (design, manufacturing etc) is incorporated into the computer product model . KBE tools for feature recognition are already well established in research [15, 16] and may be categorized by the type of algorithm used to identify features. This classification is depicted in Figure 1 . Many FR processes in literature have been implemented with a bias toward a specific feature domain like machining [17] or moulding and casting [3, 18] . Unfortunately, process specific FR methods are not generally adaptable to a new domain. For example, feature recognition algorithms designed for 3-axis milling signatures are not generally applicable to the complex shapes associated with cast or forged products. Feature recognition algorithms may be based on: 1. CAD model/system features: design by feature methods, specific to each CAD system; 2. Manufacturing type processes: destruction by machining features, or material removal; 3. Synthesis by design features, more commonly used by contemporary CAD software than type 2 above.
Synthesis features encompass addition and removal of material volumes, and so not all design features will equate to manufacturing features. Feature recognition algorithms developed for specific CAD systems may not be sufficiently generic or robust enough for use by a generic manufacturing design advisor tool, therefore a distinction between design and manufacturing features needs to be developed for feature recognition applications.
In each case, features are domain dependent and "representing and recognizing interacting features is still a bottleneck" [19] that hinders feature recognition techniques. Features common to one manufacturing or design field do not necessarily appear in the set of features common to a different field. This is important for the company offering design services to clients of different backgrounds because it reduces the utility of contemporary FR algorithms when applied to broader manufacturing investigations. As an alternative to searching for the distinctive pattern of geometry identifying a feature, some FR methods use rigorous naming conventions to deduce a feature from a hierarchy of parent geometry. Such methods, like that of Wu et al [20] are useful for integration of FR with CAD software and used interactively with the designer. Feature naming methods are not useful for handling non-solid geometry or product models that contain geometry only and no parent history of features. Using a neutral CAD format to support FR processes loses existing features and CAD naming conventions, and FR using such methods are no longer useful. An 'online' FR method is not suitable for a post-processing application used by an engineering services provider or for processing legacy models.
Employing characteristic traits or signatures that identify the existence of a feature is common in published FR methodology. Many contemporary FR techniques use some form of hint-based methodology to identify features as the method is simple, robust and expandable. A hint is a pattern in the relationship between faces of the geometry that indicate the presence of a feature. Examples of these methods include the graph-based approach, where the boundary relationships between faces are described pictorially (a matrix for computer based algorithms) and matching a pattern representative of each feature to the product model identifies a feature. For example, Figure 2 shows a part and its representative Attribute Adjacency Graph (AAG) in pictorial form. The AAG method of feature recognition uses patterns in the relationships between faces of a feature to match a library of existing features, or sub-graphs, to the graph assembled from the product model. Feature recognition methods like AAG and heuristic methods like hint and rule-based methods offer advantages for development of an Intelligent Design Advisor that include:
1. Low complexity of computer algorithms; 2. Easy user addition of sub-graphs or hints to expand feature libraries; and 3. Robust matrix manipulation routines are commonly available, making processes that utilise them, like AAG and rule-based approaches, desirable from a software development perspective.
While the topological FR methods like AAG suffer from problems associated with the complex algorithms required to define interacting geometry features, many engineering products are composed of simple planar surfaces. Volumetric FR methods like the convex hull and cell-based decomposition methods rely on a process of incremental material removal. The difference between each volume and its convex hull, or the delta volume, can be associated with a particular material removal process. The delta volumes are broken down into volumes for which a known manufacturing process exists. Each difference is subjected to the same process until the difference is null. The group of bottom level shape objects should then, ideally, be representative of manufacturable processes. The volumetric methods avoid complexities of feature interactions by analysing removal volumes that in themselves are reduced to machineable shapes. As a feature recognition tool, it is highly process-centric but capable of handling complex shapes. Similarly, process-centric FR methods are restrictive in relation to their applicative domains and are not suitable for supporting development of a broad range manufacturing design advisor. From the perspective of the engineering services provider, FR methods that are easily expandable and robust with low computational requirements are most desirable. The two part solution of feature gatherer and hint-based combination of multiple FR algorithms, each successful at solving a small aspect of the overall domain has the ability to reduce computational time for FR while maintaining operational flexibility and domain independence. This approach has the potential to create more robust solutions than are currently possible to support a broad ranging manufacturing tool to assist designers at the conceptual product development phase.
CAD Model Types
There are three types of model geometry representations used in Computer Aided Design software [21] . These geometry types are:
1. Wireframe Model, (points and curves of varying complexity); 2. Surface Model; and 3. Solid Model.
Wireframe models are composed of points and curves that represent the edge boundaries of product geometry. Complex part geometry is seldom created in wireframe, however it is easily and automatically generated by neutral file transfer protocols like IGES and STEP. They are computationally easy to handle when compared to equivalently complex solid models, however they can be quite ambiguous in regard to what is 'solid' and what is not, requiring human intervention for interpretation of geometry. This ambiguity has traditionally been too complex to handle with automated feature recognition systems. Feature recognition using wire-frame models has been explored in the past, however contemporary work has shifted to surface and solid models for reasons of model ambiguity [10, 14] . We believe that the wire-frame model still has much to offer in the areas of:
1. Feature recognition of legacy product models that are often used in new designs; 2. Lower resource requirements than surface or solid models, necessary for rapid feature recognition; 3. Simplification of complex surfaces and faces to assist rapid feature extraction; 4. Feature interaction, as new geometry is created from solid models at interfaces between features.
Solid models are of two types, the Constructive Solid Geometry (CSG) and Boundary Representation (B-Rep). CSG models are stored in an unevaluated or implicit form, and the final part must be calculated from set theory carried out on solid primitives. B-Rep is an explicit representation of the solid boundary including all vertices, faces and edges. One major advantage of CSG feature trees is that the features may be easily arranged by order of construction or destruction, however CSG is no longer widely used. Geometric solid models in either CSG or B-Rep format evaluate to the same form when translated to a neutral file format, like IGES or STEP. As our proposed feature recognition algorithm does not use specific design features of the CSG modelling format, its application is no more limited than an algorithm using the more popular B-Rep format. In this research, we have elected to revisit wire-frame models for FR to order to exploit their low complexity and reduce time to extract features from a conceptual design model. A side-effect of creating wire-frames from solid models (the generation of new curves at the boundary of intersecting features) can also be utilised to overcome the ambiguous geometry problem for contemporary FR algorithms.
Extracting Data from CAD Software
One common issue associated with feature recognition tools designed to handle generic CAD formats, especially Constructive Solid Geometry techniques is a dependence on known and consistent modelling practices. Neutral files compare well to these FR techniques as a starting point for FR algorithms by providing independence of modelling technique and contributing to algorithm robustness. The International Graphics Exchange System (IGES) and Standard for Exchange of Product Model Data (STEP) are accepted international CAD file standards and commonly referred to as neutral formats [11, 12] . One significant problem in developing software applications that utilize a client's CAD product model is that while the client company will have standards for CAD modelling, the construction history and thus the product feature hierarchy of a product can differ between designers for otherwise identical geometry. The use of neutral files provides a number of key advantages to the developer of a FR application:
1. The developer can remain independent of proprietary CAD software formats; 2. Inconsistent modeling techniques used to create a product model can be avoided, as the product feature tree is rewritten using consistent geometry types without parent/child feature relationships.
The marshalling of data provided by neutral files provides a robust and consistent initial CAD model configuration for extracting key elements of the product in order to relate the features of that product to manufacturing process capabilities. Neutral formats allow the designer of a FR application to focus on procedural aspects of feature extraction rather than a tedious analysis of design feature types and their hierarchical history before beginning to extract and order required design and manufacturing features. The IGES format has been selected for its fast and well-documented handling of wire-frame models and no common application protocol is required between file reader and writer as in the STEP format. While the use of neutral formats has advantages, they lose Design-By-Feature information, reducing the design intent captured by a product model. Feature-recognition processes may restore this design intent by applying rules of engineering design and manufacture to the product geometry.
The role of feature recognition should be to improve speed and accuracy of iterative computer-aided design operations and to minimise loss of design intent from product models when translating CAD models from one computer system to another, or between computer programs. FR treats the geometry of a product model not as a mathematical form, but as a set of 'features' with inherent attributes related to design intent and function. The first aspect of a computerised tool to match a production process to a product begins with extracting elements of the product geometry to relate to manufacturing process capability. Commercially available CAPP software uses specialised feature recognition processes for this purpose, however their domain specific nature makes them unsuitable for suggesting a process in the first instance. Current literature covering feature recognition highlights the difficulty associated with developing a broad feature recognition method that can be successfully applied to all aspects of the product development process. Loss of design intent in regard to manufacturing has a close relationship with the generic nature of FR processes. Corney et al state that the more process specific one makes a FR algorithm, the more design intent can be extracted from a geometry only product model [23] . The corollary of process specific FR lies in the capability of an algorithm to identify similar geometry but in a different manufacturing context, thereby losing utility as a generic FR tool. The domain of a generic feature recognition tool is potentially vast, even if constrained to certain products and materials, like aerospace metals for example. A number of solutions have been put forward to solve this problem that includes:
1. Development of new Design by Feature CAD systems with more robust feature descriptions [14] . 2. Application of rigorous naming conventions to track the interaction of different features [24] .
Whilst these methods may go someway towards solving the problems associated with finding features in the first instance, they restrict the software that may be used in terms of the focus of utilisation such as Design for Manufacture (DFM), or model analysis and detail design. Additionally, the design by feature methodology does not address the problem of applying FR techniques to legacy product models, which are a source of valuable Intellectual Property (IP) retained by an organisation. What is required is a combination of various FR algorithms, each successful at solving a small aspect of the overall domain. This approach has the potential to create faster, more efficient, and more importantly, more robust solutions than are currently possible. With prior knowledge of the engineering intent implied by the product model, the user may manually select limited groups of feature recognition algorithms to enhance the execution speed of the combined FR processes. This is important, as time for execution, and computational resources required by some feature recognition algorithms may be excessive for the requirements of a specific application. The designer is interested in feedback on manufacturing alternatives using the outline geometry of the part and complementary information concerning the product material and desired production rate and number. At the conceptual design phase, there is comparatively little information available to support product costing, however with knowledge of relative economics of manufacturing processes, key product features and material combined with production batch sizes, the designer is able to focus detailed features of the design on the suggested manufacturing solution. Such a method is preferable to the traditional 'over the wall' approach to design for manufacture, and further reduces design cycle time in an existing concurrent engineering environment. To facilitate the successful combination of independent FR algorithms, we propose that a common standard for CAD data be used by all FR routines applied to a problem. Such a standard would require:
1. Consistent input data; 2. Dependence on geometry only; 3. An ability to retain and utilise legacy knowledge held by a company; and 4. Alleviate problems associated with transferring product models between independent design and manufacturing organisations.
Feature Interaction
A significant obstacle to robust FR algorithm design is the problem of identifying interacting features. To counter problems associated with feature interaction complexity, the authors are investigating the use of the IGES wire-frame neutral file format as an intermediary between a CAD solid model and a FR algorithm. Neutral files like IGES, while devoid of design-by-feature information used in many contemporary CAD software programs, offer benefits like:
1. Conversion of a CAD model into a standard (neutral) format effectively marshals the data into a consistent and known format that is not subject to variability associated with vendor software or user modelling practices. 2. Model verification: cleanup of CAD files can be problematic for feature recognition processes, as poor modelling practises can lead to split surfaces and curves, overlapping points and so on. Software programming and IGES files can be used to evaluate the suitability of a CAD model for FR evaluation; and 3. Independence of computer aided design software.
Similar methods have been adopted in the past, using STEP neutral files as an integrator of Computer-Aided Design and Computer Integrated Manufacturing software [28] , however computational resource problems occur with solid model STEP files and the use of the neutral format to provide consistent data to downstream processes has not been fully explored. Given the pseudo-planar nature of many products in engineering industry (Figure 4 for example), one of the key features of this wire-frame approach is reducing analysis required to extract overlapping features when compared to other surface-and solid-model based algorithms. Simplifying complex surfaces, by assuming that they are planar for purposes of feature evaluation, and searching for key curve-groups that identify features requires less complicated mathematics than for complex surfaces. We do not regard such simplification of the product model as problematic at the conceptual design phase where geometric detail is typically absent and other characteristics of common parts are more likely to sway selection of manufacturing processes. Our proposed FR algorithm attempts to detect features by patterns of geometry that cross some manufacturing domains, but not all; pockets in machining and casting for example. The context of a suitable manufacturing solution can be identified using knowledge of manufacturing process capability and production information, like batch size, surface finish and material, provided by the designer. These techniques are also viable when applied to generic FR benchmark models like those of Han and Rosen [29] . Such an approach, we believe, is more useful for conceptual design manufacturing feedback than highly process specific FR required by CAPP software.
The difficulties associated with handling a wide range of feature types, particularly when a variable number of these features are allowed to interact, is concerning. At the early design stage, manufacturing process capabilities are not yet known and designs contain many features with conflicting manufacturing alternatives, so FR methods must not be process specific. Further, certain FR methods are often more robust when used with surface and solid CAD models (Attributed Face Adjacency Graph and Cell-Based Decomposition for example), however the computer resources required to support such models are much greater than that required for a wire-frame model. The wing-rib model in Figure 4 requires 2.3 times more memory to support as a solid model (3.1 megabytes) than as a wire-frame model (1.3 megabytes). IGES neutral format files typically contain only geometry type data that must be sifted by FR algorithms. Since surface and solid geometry is built on wire-frame data, they require more computer memory than their wire-frame counterparts.
Wire-frame models suffer from problems associated with ambiguous relationships between closed groups of curves. Consequently, the process of determining what is solid, and what is a removal volume, may require human intervention or a complex rule base, but may be overcome using simple mathematical analyses. While from an algorithmic FR perspective the wire frame model solution may be more cumbersome than selecting a surface or solid model, a tool presenting advice to the engineering designer in a small time frame provides more scope for experimentation and conceptual iteration than a complex time-consuming analysis. For this reason the curve based IGES model will be used for development of this generic FR algorithm. Of particular benefit to feature recognition processes, marshalling of product geometry into a structured format through the use of neutral files permits simpler aggregation of multiple smaller feature libraries. This is useful in decomposing the FR problem so that combined algorithms suitable for identifying the most suitable set of features of a geometric shape can be used. Finally, the removal of both design-by feature information and feature creation order reduces the overlap between individual FR algorithms and allows the developer to focus on the manufacturing and analysis aspects of a part without influence from the design processes. This process is effective for aerospace structural components as they are generally defined by planar machined-type faces. Consequently all features result in wire-frame outlines contain sufficient information to define the geometry of the feature. Figure 3 illustrates the process graphically for a simple component.
Figure 3: Feature Recognition using Curve Based Models
A solid model of the customers CAD format is first converted to an IGES wire-frame model. The FR algorithm then decomposes the curve geometry into groups of closed planar curve groups and rules are used to relate certain curve groups to others in the collection. Rules establishing common curve and angular relationships between curve groups are used to determine the existence of different feature types that include:
1. Machining features: boss, hole, pockets and slots; 2. Casting/Moulding features: drafts and parting planes; 3. Sheet-metal features: bends and folds; and 4. Special features: Wing rib feet
Selecting a Feature Recognition Method
Current literature covering feature recognition highlights the difficulty associated with developing a generic feature recognition method that can be successfully applied to design, manufacture, analysis or other aspects of the product development process. The domain of a generic feature recognition tool is potentially vast, even if restricted to certain products and materials; aerospace metals for example. A number of solutions have been put forward to solve this problem that include:
1. Development of new Design by Feature (DBF) CAD systems with more robust feature descriptions [14] . 2. Application of rigorous naming conventions to track the interaction of different features. [24] Whilst these methods make progress towards solving the problems associated with finding features in the first instance, they do restrict the software that may be used in terms of the focus of utilisation such as Design for Manufacture (DFM) or analytical or detail design. Additionally these methods do not handle the problem of applying FR techniques to legacy product models, which are a source of valuable Intellectual Property (IP) retained by an organisation. What is required is a combination of various FR algorithms, each successful at solving a small aspect of the overall domain. This approach has the potential to create faster, more efficient, and more importantly, more robust solutions than are currently possible. With prior knowledge of the engineering intent implied by the product model, the user may manually select limited groups of feature recognition algorithms to enhance the execution speed of the combined FR processes. This is important, as low speed of operation inherent in some feature recognition algorithms may be excessive for the requirements of a specific application.
In order to facilitate the successful combination of independent FR algorithms, we propose that a common standard be used for examination by all FR routines applied to a problem. Such a standard would require:
1. Consistent input data; 2. Dependency on geometry only; and 3. An ability to retain and utilise legacy knowledge held by a company.
Such a standard would also alleviate problems associated with transferring product models between organisations. This research uses neutral files for consistent input data, as the effects of DBF and modelling practices are removed from the CAD model in addition providing advantages for the engineering services provider by:
1. Maintaining a competitive resource profile by minimising manpower numbers and skills training in CAD software; 2. Minimising Information Technology (IT) overheads associated with maintaining multiple CAD software licenses; and 3. Ensuring a wide software capability base by remaining independent of proprietary CAD software formats.
Much contemporary FR research uses Hint-based algorithms with solid models for identifying design features in a CAD model. The hint-based approach is regarded as robust, easily modified or extended and a balanced approach to speed and accuracy of feature identification. When one feature penetrates another in a wire-frame model, new wire-frame geometry curves are created at the boundary that can hint to the presence of a feature or, more usefully, the presence of interacting features. This research tests the feasibility of using hint-based methods with wire-frame models to reduce computational time for FR while maintaining operational flexibility and domain independence required of a generic FR tool.
FEATURE RECOGNITION DEVELOPMENT Development Platform
The algorithms in for this research have been developed using Knowledge Technologies International's ICAD™ software. ICAD is a programmable computer-aided design package that allows the programmer to capture knowledge specific to a computer model. Sizing of a shaft diameter based on a stressing code and loads is one example of this application. Both the shaft loads and stressing code are built into the model, meaning that the design should not require the same level of input and analysis when reused in a different context. Using ICAD as a FR development platform provides advantages that include:
1. CAD platform independence; CAD output to many file types, including UniGraphics and CATIA, giving tight integration with company existing software; 2. Deployment on Unix and Windows -operating system and hardware independence; 3. CAD input in a number of neutral formats, including IGES and STEP; 4. Object oriented programming, allowing the creation of specific software modules that are reusable in many different contexts with little effort; 5. Stability -software first released in 1984 and has since been well tested for stability and usability of tools; and 6. LISP Based -one of the foremost Artificial Intelligence languages. Good for representation of logic and decision-making processes when compared to procedural languages like 'C' or Fortran.
Figure 4: Wire-frame Model of Aircraft Component
Sample products for testing feasibility of a wire-frame FR methodology have been sourced from the aerospace industry. Aircraft commonly contain many similar parts with small variances in shape that have significant influence on selection of manufacturing processes. Parts including a wingrib, Figure 4 , and brackets are used to develop our FR algorithm. The small geometry variation in these parts makes the use of FR processes ideal for ensuring design standardisation or testing conformance of shape and expected manufacturing process early in the design cycle.
A New Approach to Feature Recognition
In the context of Concurrent Engineering (CE), there exists in industry a number of computer based tools for reducing the 'over the wall' approach to Design for Manufacture (DFM). They do not, however, fully bridge the gap between downstream processes like manufacturing analysis and the upstream processes of conceptual and detailed design where the most economic impact can be realised. There is a need for engineering companies to develop Knowledge-Based Engineering (KBE) tools to automate the process of integrating early design phases and manufacturing analysis. Computer Aided Process Planning (CAPP) software automates the procedure of matching a product to a manufacturing process; a task traditionally undertaken by a human expert. CAPP software tools are useful for reducing demand on skilled human experts and ensuring the production of consistent process plans by eliminating redundancies and conflicts that arise in complex designs. CAPP tools are not, unfortunately, as adept at dealing with variations in product topography as human experts and do not provide feedback information on cost or the basic manufacturability of a product [22] . Additionally, manual feature recognition is a time consuming task. For the human expert, when experience and creativity are not capable of producing a viable manufacturing process plan, the original design must be modified. Contemporary CAPP software does not yet have the ability to interact with the engineering designer sufficiently early to reduce the chance of creating an uneconomic design or one that cannot be manufactured. Additionally, CAPP software tends to be limited to narrow manufacturing domains in terms of process planning and ability to recognise types of design features contained within the product CAD model. A new methodology is required to overcome both the limitations of recognising features in complex problems and the limitations on manufacturing domain knowledge prevalent in current implementations of CAPP software FR techniques.
We propose that by adopting the hint-based approach of other successful FR methods in current literature, the relationships between groups of closed curves can be analysed and if a set of rules defining a feature is satisfied, information about that feature is returned. This process is very similar to the recognised AAG approach to feature recognition, but without the need for surfaces or solid faces in the CAD model. The collection of rules is a hint of the features existence, and an example of the rules required to find the extrusion feature of Figure 3 is outlined in Table 1 . To keep analysis time low, rules are evaluated in order, and if one rule is not satisfied, the remainder are not evaluated. The application of FR processes to wire-frame models also means that in most cases, the boundaries of feature geometry remains consistent, so as not to destroy too many of the distinguishing features of the parent feature. Where the interacting feature penetrates the parent, a new set of curves is created, providing geometry data that completely defines the sub-feature. This work, like many contemporary feature recognition algorithms, is still in development.
Table 1: Rules for Finding an Extrusion Feature
Rule ID Geometry Relationships 1 Minimum 2 curve groups with highest equal number of curves 2 Both groups from rule 1 must be parallel 3
Both groups must be same size -sum of lengths of all curves in each group. ie extrusion is constant cross section 4
Minimum of (maximum curve numbers from rule1) curve groups must be identified having common curves between both curve groups from Rule1. ie are the two groups of curves connected? 5
Each curve in a group must have a vector matching an equivalent vector within the second group of curves 6
To ensure extrusion is the major part, bounding box of extrusion feature must be close to the bounding box of whole product The component shown in Figure 5 is one of many identifiable features using geometric manipulation of rule collections. As in Table 2 , suitable sets of rules allow identification of features including but not limited to holes, pockets, slots, stiffeners, drafts, sheet-metal features and extrusions. Minimum of 2 groups of closed curves, each with minimum of 6 curves 2
Only two arcs per group of closed curves in Rule1 3
Groups of curves from Rule1 must be parallel 4
Both arcs in Rule2 must not be connected (adjacent) 5
Ray from one point in one curve group must intersect the other curve group from Rule1 6 Minimum of 6 curve groups must be identified having common curves between both curve groups from Rule1. ie are the two groups connected like an extrusion? 7
Both arcs from Rule4 must have parallel vector equivalents in the matching group from Rule1 8 Minimum of one through hole feature must penetrate the two largest area curve groups connecting Many features in this list require an additional step to test for their status as a 'removal volume'. We propose that the persistent problem of wire-frame model ambiguity can be overcome by testing for the number of curve groups a ray intersects, where the ray begins at the centre of gravity of the geometric points defining the curves of a feature. In order to exit the part, the ray must pass through an arbitrary number of curve groups making up the product, however the last curve group through which the ray passes is always part of a solid volume and not a removal volume. Thus, if the number of intersections is odd, the starting point lies within a solid; if it is zero or even, the point lies within a negative space, or a removal volume. A simple example of this process is shown in Figure 6 , a small portion of the rib in Figure 4 testing for whether or not the rib foot like feature at the top is solid or not. The ray, of arbitrary direction, intersects the wire-frame part at the three locations identified by the raised circles on the ray. From the odd number of intersections one can infer that the starting point of the ray lies inside a solid feature. 
Wire-frame Feature Recognition Example
Described here in pseudo-code is a simplified example of the extraction of a cylindrical hole or boss feature from a wire-frame CAD model, to demonstrate the FR process that has been used in this research. As in the graphbased feature recognition methodology, much iterative computational work in comparing combinations can be removed by capturing the common edge and included angle relationships between curve groups in matrix form.
STEP 1: Collect approximately parallel curve groups, with two arcs only, containing intersecting normals, as in Figure 7 : Figure  8b shows the non-cylindrical shape that can be inferred from the wire-frame Figure 8a , but is excluded from the set of curves representing cylindrical features. The wire-frame method being proposed is aimed at improving the speed of feature recognition processes by reducing the volume of data sifting in the product model and thus the time required to analyse features. IGES neutral files, like finite element analysis files, are text files comprised of points and curves, surfaces and solid entities. The process of hint based feature recognition, like AAG, is essentially a database search of relevant data. Database searches tend to have search times based on an exponent of the number of entities involved. The time required to process a CAD file is important when related to feature recognition algorithm complexity. While the query time for the CAD file itself may scale linearly with the number of data points under investigation [30] , the FR algorithm using this data may not scale so readily. This behaviour is particularly evident when calculating minimum distances between points and curves or surfaces [31] or searching for interactions between a two sets of planar curve groups (pseudo-surfaces). Whilst the wire-frame CAD model does have inherent weakness in the ambiguous determination of what is 'solid' and what is not, this problem can be overcome using crossing number theory. A key benefit of the proposed wire-frame approach is the reduction in source data leads to lower computational time for broad domain feature recognition processes.
Additionally, a feature recognition method composed of domain independent hint-based algorithms is expandable by a user, through addition of feature hints or collections of rules. This process is simplified when used to support manufacturing evaluation, as only fundamental features are important. A comprehensive analysis of all features slows down manufacturing appraisal; the presence of a single manufacturing process specific feature is sufficient to demand that process or call for product redesign. The decision making process to determine manufacture requires only those features having an impact on selection of a process capable of satisfying functional criteria of the product at lowest relative cost. The designer should make decisions regarding addition of detailed features to the model by applying design for manufacture techniques from literature or company best practise.
FEATURE RECOGNITION TO SUPPORT ENGINEERING DESIGN
Providing the engineering designer with manufacturing process feedback requires integrating knowledge of features extracted from a conceptual product model and a rule base of economic and functional relations to match suitable manufacturing processes to the design characteristics of that model. Contemporary CAPP software creates detailed process plans, using feature recognition with a limited range of application. It is possible that the requirements of domain limited software like CAPP has in the past limited development of FR algorithms capable of recognising features from a diverse range of manufacturing domains. Our proposal for FR supporting manufacturing feedback goes beyond the capabilities of a traditional CAPP system by dealing with a conceptual product model that may have only diminutive feature detail, and covers a broad spectrum of manufacturing alternatives. Utilising computer based techniques for identifying product features and matching them to suitable manufacturing processes gives the designer the opportunity to comprehensively test a large range of conceptual designs in the time traditionally allocated for a limited number. The process of using FR for manufacturing feedback to the engineer, outlined in Figure 10 , begins with a CAD product model from a designer or client company. The original CAD product model is converted to an IGES wire-frame model and curve group manipulation is carried out using the ICAD system. Rule-based algorithms are applied to groups of closed curves in order to identify fundamental manufacturing features of the product.
The engineering designer is presented with a simple user interface, Figure 11 , prompting the user for a neutral file to use for feature recognition and displaying the part for verification. Model verification is undertaken in an automated fashion using Euler-Poincare [10] methods, treating closed groups of curves as a pseudo-surface when solving the boundary model equation. Once the user selects the option to run the Feature Recognition routine, the program generates an XML text file of features and associated characteristics with no further user input.
XML is an open source protocol used for transferring data and structure between software programmes that is independent of operating system and computer platform. 
FURTHER WORK
The feature recognition work using neutral files and wire-frame product models is complicated by the overlap of feature types and the difference between design features and manufacturing features. Using the web of the wingrib in Figure 4 as an example, further work is required to distinguish the difference between a series of pockets in a thick web or a series of stiffeners across a thin web. Inference of stiffeners by analysis of any material walls between adjacent pockets in lieu of finding features directly is also to be investigated. At present, however, the approach to supporting manufacturing for conceptual design is achieved not by looking for all types of features that exist in many manufacturing domains, but searches for those features that favour specific processes over others.
To complete development of an integrated FR and manufacturing decision support tool, additional work needs to be undertaken in the areas of:
1. Decision making process, using rules and previous product cases, for evaluating manufacturing process options and matching them to the product model; 2. Complete development of combined feature gatherer and hint-based feature recognition algorithms; and 3. Testing of the decision making process using example parts from industry, like the wing rib of Figure 4 .
The decision making process will require development of several supporting knowledge sources:
1. Functional process capability of manufacturing processes. Relationships between manufacturing and design feature types; 2. Economic functions relating relative cost of operations between manufacturing processes and relative cost between different tolerances using the same machine; 3. Relationships of product material to process capability.
It is likely that there will be significant overlap between manufacturing process capabilities and it is unlikely that there is one best manufacturing solution. The objective of this FR algorithm for supporting manufacture is to present the designer with usable recommendations for a process or processes most suited to a product using sound economic and functional rationale. From this recommendation, the detailed design of the product can be addressed by DFM methods very early in the design process. The type of algorithm used to match product geometry to manufacturing alternatives is yet to be confirmed, however manufacturing and design priorities must be set which may be neither explicit, nor exact, and a decision making process should be capable of unique response to these input priorities. This decision-making will be based on what is loosely defined by the industry as 'best practice'. Rule-based reasoning will be selected until the problem becomes sufficiently complex to warrant the use of more sophisticated problem solving techniques like Blackboard Databases or Ripple Down Rules [34, 35] . Simple logical rules are simple to generate and test, are undemanding to update and maintain and do not require expensive additional software like expert systems.
CONCLUSIONS
With pressure to realize higher quality products for less time and cost, the key to success for an organisation lies in the effective integration of design and downstream applications like manufacturing process planning, analysis and assembly planning. The use of an automated design support tool, integrating cross discipline engineering processes and tools from concept through detail design, manufacturing and support is highly desirable. In this paper we have presented development of a broad approach to FR for manufacturing feedback support to the designer at the conceptual phase of product design. This feedback is provided from feature recognition of a conceptual product model, commonly devoid of all detail but basic shape, and attempts to reduce design cycle time when compared to existing concurrent engineering practice.
Existing hint-based feature recognition techniques have been extended to encompass a broad range of manufacturing domains by utilizing a combination of algorithms, each successful at a small range of features. When combined, these algorithms provide a robust trade-off between computational resources requirements and an FR approach sufficiently generic for manufacturing analysis tools like the proposed Intelligent Design Advisor. Further, the hint-based approach to feature recognition is relatively simple for engineers to update and maintain without the aid of knowledge experts. The feature recognition methods are supported by using neutral CAD files as a standard for data marshalling into consistent formats and an ability to handle legacy product models. The neutral CAD format approach provides a consistent starting point for FR methods and eliminates influences of user modeling practices. Use of the wire-frame form of the neutral format has also the potential to realize a reduction in computational resources, and thus time, required for feature recognition processes utilizing geometry relationships when compared to surface and solid models. Existing approaches to FR are complicated by complex and freeform surfaces and, whilst it sacrifices true design intent, the wire-frame FR methods can assist creation of a rapid, robust tool for a broad range of mechanical products by reducing topological complexity. The ambiguity associated with ascertaining what part of a model is solid and what is not can be overcome through the use of geometry manipulation and crossing number methods. This FR approach does not look for all types of features in a product model that exist in many manufacturing domains, but searches for those features that favour specific processes over others. While not suitable for extraction of detailed feature properties, this simplified method of feature recognition can supply manufacturing feedback to conceptual designers, requiring high speed of analysis and robustness but not necessarily identifying all manufacturing features present in a product model. Mating feature recognition with manufacturing relational data should achieve the aim of providing manufacturing process feedback to the engineering designer at the conceptual stage, reducing design lead-time and cost whilst maintaining high quality standards for which the industry is renown.
